There were errors in multiple equations in the article. On the left side of all \"conditional distribution\" equations (located in the second paragraph of the \"Statistical model\" section of the Methods), the \"vector\" terms \"**x**,\"\"**α**,\"**σ**,\" and \"**ϒ**\" are not correctly bolded. In the first listed of these equations, the power \"-1\" should refer to the term \"c,\" not the term \"**ϒ**\" as is currently indicated. In the first-listed of these equations, there is an unnecessary space between the right bracket and the last term \"2\". In the fourth-listed of these equations, the power \"s\" should refer to the term \"**ϒ**,\" not the term \"1\" as currently indicated. In the fifth-listed of these equations, the power \"n-s\" should refer to the term \"**ϒ**,\" not the term \"2\" as currently indicated. In the sentence introducing these equations, the word \"where\" and the term \"c\" are incorrectly joined, and spaces were incorrectly inserted before the second, third and fourth pairs of brackets.
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